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About

ousa Design Architects is a Boston based, full-service design firm
specializing in architecture, interiors, and graphics.  Sousa Design is
on the forefront of design for the hospitality industry, and has an

extensive portfolio of residential and commercial projects.

Sousa Design’s attitude and dedication to maintain quality through
hands-on principal involvement, open lines of communication, state-of-
the-art technology, and highest standards of design excellence, has
provided its clients with award-winning architecture.

Stephen A. Sousa, AIA is the principal and founder of Sousa Design
Architects. Prior to founding Sousa Design Architects in 1998, Stephen
worked with a variety of industry leaders and worked on all types of
design and building projects.  His work includes numerous residential,
hospitality, and retail developments, highlighted by The World of
Nutrition prototype which was awarded Retail Store of the Year by Chain
Store Age.

Stephen has over 20 years experience in design and architecture.  He is a
registered architect, NCARB certified, and a member of The American
Institute of Architects. Stephen received his Bachelor of Architecture
degree from the Boston Architectural College in 1991.
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HW Interiors started as a happy accident in 2013. Their first project
together was the custom design and furnishing of Lisa’s own 9,000
square foot home. They ultimately formalized their working relationship
in 2015, combining Heather’s unique aesthetic and Lisa’s organizational
skills into a design firm that addresses the two things all clients desire
from an interior designer: beautiful spaces executed in an efficient
manner.

Heather and Lisa’s dedication to perfection is exhibited throughout their
portfolio. The ultimate goal is that every finished room be turnkey-
accessorized and styled right down to the last beautiful, functional detail.

HW Interiors work has been featured in several local magazines, as well
as in a national print ad for Capitol Lighting. They offer design services in
Palm Beach County, FL and out of area projects are considered on a case
by case basis.

Heather Weisz - Principal Designer

Heather was born in New York to horse and polo loving parents, who
eventually moved the family to Wellington, FL to be a part of the south’s
famed equestrian community. Heather married a Argentine professional
polo player and began traveling the world with her husband and
eventually their three kids, living the nomadic life of a polo family.
Through her world travels she began to curate her design aesthetic and
discovered her talent for rearranging the furniture of everyone she knew

Eventually she pursed her love of all things visually alluring at the Art
Institute in Miami, Florida. While traveling to Argentina with her husband
she learned the language proficiently which has proved invaluable with
our culturally diverse, mostly equestrian clientele in Florida. Heather’s
style is diverse but often clean and contemporary with elevated ethnic
influences. Among her many talents is merging her vision with our client’s
desires to create warm, inviting and beautiful living spaces.

Heather now resides in Wellington full-time with her husband, three
children and their two dogs. In her (rare!) spare time, she enjoys playing
tennis, all things creative, and a glass of good wine.

Lisa Hynes - Business Manager

Born and raised in Connecticut, Lisa relocated to south Florida 11 years
ago. After an initial period of culture shock, she eventually settled into
content in Wellington and began truly appreciating the uniqueness of
this community.

An English literature major in college, Lisa found life taking her on a
different path when she began working in management for a large home
health care company before taking time off to stay home with her kids.
The resident software guru, she handles all aspects of business
management, contractor coordinations and general project oversight.
Extremely organized, Lisa has channeled that energy into keeping HW
Interiors running efficiently and productively.

Lisa resides in Wellington, FL with her husband, four children, and two
rescue dogs. Her favorite things to do (besides work) are watching her
kids sporting events, playing tennis and lifting weights, which helps
balance out her equally passionate love for all things chocolate.
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